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POLINA PASHONINA

The pavilion reflects the powerful, creativity-driven dynamic of the community using form, materials and colour, creating a
multifunctional space tailored to the needs of the locals who wish to create, showcase or admire forms of art and craft.
The form is created with a series of slanted timber portal frames that parametrically vary in shape and height based on the
spaces inside. The pavilion is based around a main, 5 m tall space within which artists and craftsmen are set up along the
perimeters. A metal mesh spans the open areas on the south-facing facade and is used to hang plants, art works annd other
crafts. To the north of the main space is a more secluded space that opens up to the green area. Shielded from the eyes and
sounds of the road, the diffused light, a fresh cross breeze and a beautiful natural backdrop create a perfect space for paining,
sculptural and craft workshops. To the south of the central space is the stage.
To accentuate the uniqueness of the district a bright yellow ramp is embedded into the form of the south façade that brings the
visitors up to the roof of the pavilion. A play with the form of the portal frames creates an exaggerated sense of perspective. At
the top, in the amphitheatre, visitors can have meetings enjoy a yoga class, a movie or simply watch the sunset. All the spaces
are multifunctional, and can be modified by the local commuity to further taylor the spaces to various uses.
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